The AzTech RW Series of Large Roll Rewind Modules are an invaluable component for today’s competitive and demanding printing and converting industry. The RW Series are available with constant torque, powered nip drive, or dancer-controlled constant tension giving them the ability to run in tandem with your existing printing and converting equipment.

Features

- Equipped with constant-torque, powered nip drive, or dancer-controlled constant tension
- Compact Modular design for supreme versatility and mobility
- Models available up to 20" (508mm) wide
- Finished roll diameters up to 40" (1016mm) O.D.
- Maximum web speeds up to 500 feet/minute (152 meters/minute)
- Dual precision side plates and leveling feet for precise tram and leveling
- Pneumatically expanding 3" or 6" diameter rewind spindle
- Cantilevered or cradle design
- May be configured in either web direction
- May be customized to precise specifications. Ask for details

AZTECH CONVERTING SYSTEMS
www.aztechconverting.com
Modular Rotary Die Cutting and Finishing Systems

Booklet Onserting and Diecutting Systems

Modular Laser Cutting and Finishing Systems

Unwind and Rewind Modules

Slitter/Rewind Inspection Machines

Invertible 90 degree Table Top Rewinders

High-Speed Digital Printing Systems

Roll Handling and Die Lifting Equipment

Proudly Manufactured in the U.S.A.